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from the editor
W

Lyndsey Hicks, editor-in-chief

elcome back to GI after our yearlong hiatus.
It’s been a long year full of non-video game
events (Surprise, we’re engaged! Surprise,
we’re going back to school for something
non-journalism related!) and time for ideas to
form and percolate for Gaming Insurrection.
We, quite frankly, needed that year off. We had been
operating nonstop for the past eight years, and there
was so much that happened in those eight years that
we were long overdue for a break lest we burnt ourselves out. I try not to bring personal difficulties into GI’s
realm, but the disintegration of my marriage, change
of career, death of my mother and decision to go back
to school within a four-year time frame was too much
strain. The combination of those things led to a lack of
motivation and time to focus on what I used to love to
do. I stopped enjoying the hobby of producing GI and
many of my other hobbies, mostly because emotionally, I no longer had an anchor. Producing GI became
too much to do in what is, in reality, a small amount of
time.
But, we’re back and more energized and organized. We
have several new things coming up in the next couple of
quarters and we’re celebrating the birthday of Gaming
Insurrection. Nine years ago, I began GI in earnest in my
kitchen, which is where I am writing this column now.
It began as a small idea between partners — one with
journalism know-how — and has grown into something wonderful and unique. While the partners and

those who work on it may have changed, the idea is still
the same: For gamers, by gamers. And it will continue
to be that way for the years to come.
At the same time that I began Gaming Insurrection,
I also started playing what this quarter’s cover story is
about: Dance Dance Revolution. More accurately, we’re
looking at the game in a different light than previous
issues: Stepmania, the spiritual “PC version” that allows
any song to be turned into a DDR mix. Stepmania has
been around since at least 2003, and it’s still popular
today as a way to play DDR when there isn’t an official
machine nearby. We’re exploring the ins and outs of
play, how to set up the program and why it’s so fun to
use.
With the return to our roots and a fresh start talking
about one of our favorite apps and series, I hope to get
the next chapter of Gaming Insurrection’s life started off
right.
Enjoy the issue.
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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:
1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all
areas.
2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some
areas.
3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to
the game.
4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.
5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to
experience what it has to offer.
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Lyndsey Hicks

BEAT.TRIP.GAME DDR’s eighth mix an extremely danceable soundtrack

D

ance Dance Revolution is inherently a game about
music. Falling under the bemani (beat mania)
category of music and rhythm games from Konami, DDR has produced some of the more memorable soundtracks in gaming. One of my favorites is the
soundtrack for DDR Extreme, the eighth game in the DDR
series. Featuring quite a bit of musical styles, Extreme is the
culmination of the early era of DDR and the point at which
Konami had perfected the rhythm genre.
These are my favorites from the soundtrack that are in
my collection as go-to listens:
1. 321 Stars: A speedy and fun song, 321 Stars has nimble
steps and the track is a fun, playful experience that doesn’t
get boring.
2. 1998: This hearkens to the early days of Dance Dance
Revolution, specifically the year that the first mix was
released in Japan. I like the female vocalist, and I especially
enjoy the beat.
3. A: Featuring an extended intro and awesome instruments, A is an interesting song that defines DDR Extreme.
Speedy yet slow, A is defined by the speed change at the
beginning of the song.
4. Cartoon Heroes (Speedy Mix): Cartoon Heroes is one of
those songs that requires multiple listening sessions to get
the full meaning of the song. It’s happy hardcore speed, and
listening to the song to learn the step pattern is especially
helpful.
5. Daikenkai: Daikenkai is weird yet fun. It’s a hodgepodge
of nonsense thrown together to make a rock song, with Daikenkai literally meaning “big idea.” It’s a fun song to listen
to nonetheless.
6. Dance Dance Revolution: Dance Dance Revolution is
what is considered a wrap-up song. It’s used as the One
More Extra Stage song for Extreme, and it features a majority of the Konami originals artists that former Bemani
sound director Naoki Maeda used throughout the previous
seven games (collectively known as the DDR All-Stars). The
short version of the song can be found in the intro of the

first Dance Dance Revolution and DDR 2nd Mix.
7. Frozen Ray ~for Extreme~: A sweet synth and piano
song, Frozen Ray’s arrangement for Extreme is a nice trance
song that rounds out the new offerings for the mix.
8. Hyper Eurobeat: Colloquially known by DDR players as
Hyper Offbeat, Hyper Eurobeat is a good song by the DDR AllStars that makes good use of multiple vocalists. It’s a
9. Irresistiblement: A song that is sung entirely in French,
Irresistiblement is fun to play and is fast-paced and well
done. You are guaranteed to remember the melody long
after you’ve listened to it for the first time.
10. Paranoia Survivor/Paranoia Survivor Max: These are
my favorite DDR songs overall, mostly because they’re Paranoia songs and because of their speed. There’s something
about the speed that makes the song stand out among the

many versions of Paranoia. Also, it was the hardest song
in the catalog as of this mix, which means something to a
seasoned DDR player like myself.
11. Sakura: One of my favorites from the RevenG pseudonym of Naoki, Sakura is a speedy former boss song (it was
considered a 10-foot boss song until Dance Dance Revolution SuperNOVA 2) that’s based on a Japanese folk song. It’s
notorious for having a “32nd arrow of doom,” a poorly timed
green arrow that appears during the slowdown portion of
the song. Nevertheless, it’s still a fun song to step to.
12. Speed Over Beethoven: A fun take on Für Elise, Speed
Over Beethoven is known for its titular speed and its lyrics
that refer to music and love. It’s a fun song to listen to and
play.
13. Sync (for Extreme): Sync is a fun trance song that reminds me of the early days of my DDR play career (2002-03),
specifically DDR Freak and IguanaGirl, who was a moderator for DDR Freak’s forums and DDR Freak Radio. Sync was
the song that she chose for her radio call sign. The song
reminds me of runs and learning to step.
14. TwinBee ~Generation X~: A favorite, TwinBee is incredibly fun to step and is the first 8-footer that I learned
that I could do and do well. The steps are interesting and
the song is fast-paced and evocative of the series that it
comes from.
15. un deux trois: First appearing in the home version of
DDR Extreme (Japanese version first), un deux trois is a cool
trance song with way-too-easy steps but a fun run through.
It’s a little long but it’s nothing that will make you tired. The
song has a lot of trance elements, which makes it an immediate favorite.
16. Xenon: Known for being a little harder than the average song, Xenon is an interesting song that takes advantage
of its chaotic sound for an equally chaotic stepchart. It’s all
over the place but it’s a great listen. It’s an extremely computer generated-sounding song that’s memorable.
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By Lyndsey Hicks | Gaming Insurrection

G

aming Insurrection has long been involved in the Dance Dance Revolution scene, whether it’s
console, arcade or PC stepping. And with Stepmania, which essentially mimics the DDR experience down to the letter if that suits you, we’ve remained even when home and arcade releases
have virtually dried up. With a wealth of customization options and the ability to add any song you
choose, Stepmania is exactly what every stepper needs in their arsenal. This quarter, we’re exploring the
free program that keeps us on our feet and ready at the fingertips.

feature

What is Stepmania?
Learn about the multiple parts of the dance program
What is Stepmania?
Stepmania is a PC program
designed to mimic many of the
dancing/rhythm games currently
or formerly on the market, such
as Dance Dance Revolution,
In the Groove and Pump It Up.
With Stepmania, documents and
packages known as simfiles can
be installed into a program that
simulates one of the above games
using one of the series’ interface.
How to setup?
Downloading and extracting
the program is easy and can be
done quickly. Once the program
is installed, you can then add
components into the folders in the
program’s directory. Stepmania,
by default, comes with everything
you need aside from songs.
Here is a list of the required and
optional components:

Required
Songs
Optional
Characters/Dancers
Themes
Noteskins
Courses
Announcers
CD titles
Once songs are downloaded
(either in single form or in bulk
known as bumper packs), they can
then be added to an appropriately
labeled category folder. We suggest adding any official rhythm
game songs to their debut mix
and separating them from other
non-rhythm game categories.
For example, GI has official DDR
songs categorized by their official
debut mix, anime theme songs in
a category specifically for anime
and J-Pop and K-Pop real world

songs in a different folder for
that purpose only. Categorization
is the key for organizing many
songs, especially when a collection can grow to number in the
thousands or more.
After adding the songs to their
appropriate categories, take the
time to add a special banner for
that group. This makes categorization easier and enhances the look
of your setup. Once the setup in
File Explorer is complete, launch
the program. Stepmania will
automatically load all songs in
the Songs folder, a process that
should take a few seconds or
minutes depending on the number
of songs added.
Ways to play
There are three main ways to
play Stepmania: PC keyboard, a
USB controller or a dance pad that
has been adapted for use with a
PC.

Keyboard: Of the three methods, keyboard
play is the second easiest to use. Keys can
be assigned in the input options screen for
play and customized easily. It’s the second
easiest to use because of the ease of selecting your keys.

set up to mimic playing any DDR or In the
Groove game released with four arrows.
This is not recommended for five-arrow
games such as Pump It Up, unless the simfiles have been translated to DDR/ITG style.

USB controller: We recommend this
method if you don’t have room for an actual
dance pad or a dance pad at all. The best
controller to use is a Logitech USB that
simulates a Dual Shock PlayStation controller. The directional pad and buttons can be

Dance pad: If you can find a dance pad
that has USB connections or can make your
own, a dance pad is the best method to
play and the easiest. This best recreates the
DDR/ITG/Pump experience and is the most
authentic.

Components of Stepmania
There are several major components to Stepmania. These components, required or optional, enhance the program and can help
simulate the official experience of rhythm games or a certain overall
theme. Some of these components are dependent on the version of
the program that you use: Some themes and noteskins only work with
Stepmania 3.95 Alpha, Stepmania 4 or Stepmania 5.
Songs
Songs are the only required components that
must be downloaded before starting a session to
play. Any song can be imported, which means
there are millions of choices for potential playing.
Song files should be in one of two formats, either
MP3 or OGG. There is no limitation for the number of songs that
can be added to the program or on the length of a song. Songs can
be downloaded from a number of different places online, either
individually or in packs, which are called bumper packs, or user
created.
Simfile
A simfile is a document that contains all of the necessary data for a song to be played in Stepmania. A simfile
usually is created within Notepad and coded with song
information and stepcharts that will be read by the program to simulate a song found in any rhythm game.

feature

Banner
A banner is a picture that represents
the title of a song. Usually, these are
packaged with a simfile, song file and background. This is displayed
on the interface of Stepmania within a chosen theme.
Background
Backgrounds are included as either video or a static
picture, to be represented in the background of a simfile.
The background usually represents a song, much like the
banner.
Simfile package
Usually, a song, simfile, banner and background will packaged for download. This makes
installing songs easier because all of the necessary components are together.
Noteskins
Noteskins can be used to replicate the official note graphics used in
any of the rhythm games or can be anything the creator wants them to
be.
Characters
Dancers, which are used in Dance Dance Revolution, are characters
for select to represent the player in the background of songs. Dancers

can be turned off in StepMania or not installed.
Courses
Courses are optional playlists of songs usually set around a certain
theme. Officially, these appear in the home versions of DDR or in the
arcade version of the series as Oni mode, but in Stepmania any song
installed for play can be used to create a course.
Announcers
Any voice files can be used to create what is known as announcer
packs in Stepmania. Most players use the official DDR voice files,
which are known by the mix that they appear in, but any collection that
has been put together for the purpose of announcing can be used.
Themes
A theme is a collection of images and graphics used to represent a
particular idea in Stepmania. A designer will create their own theme
and offer it for download, though if you’re attempting to replicate any
of the rhythm game series, there are themes specifically designed to
recreate a particular game.
Speed Mods
Though these are traditionally not found for download, these can be
optionally added to the program to change options for speeds used
in songs. You can create any speed mod that you wish and have it
appear on the options screen of any theme.
5

Anatomy of playfield
What does the actual dancefloor look like in Stepmania?

Main screen layout

AutoPlay
Song selection

This is a feature in the program that
allows auto completion of a song. The
system will play the steps of a song for
you. The dance meter will not increase
or decrease and a score will not be
counted. This can be turned on or off
with the F8 key or in the options from
the main title screen.

Songs are in the wheel selector exactly
like the official DDR versions. Difficulty
can be chosen the same way. GI has created custom Speed Mods for use, such as
C300 or constant 300 BPM.
Song options
Shown here are options selected before
the start of a song in the options screen.

Additions from the normal rhythm game
experience include the following:
Battle Mode
Edit Courses
DDR Jukebox
The number of songs, groups and
courses installed are shown as well as
the version of the program that you’re
using.

The DDR master returns
Gaming Insurrection co-founder Marcus Barnes shows off his setup
By Lyndsey Hicks

Gaming Insurrection
co-founder Marcus Barnes
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I have known GI co-founder Marcus Barnes for
at least 15 years. We were best friends in high
school and college, and we started playing Dance
Dance Revolution together in the early part of the
2000s. Marcus also happens to be the subject of
our first feature on DDR, published in 1Q2009.
During this time, we bought several versions of
the game, a few dance pads and acquired Stepmania, so that between the two of us, we have every
version of DDR from the 1st Mix to present, including all songs from all official mixes released.
That’s quite a bit of DDR, and it’s safe to say we’re
experts in all things Bemani related.
So it comes as no surprise that Marcus, the engineering guru of the two of us, built his own DDR
metal pad set from the ground up. The engineering genius that he is, Marcus made his know-how
work in the form of two pads that mimic the arcade pads that are attached to a standard cabinet.
How do these pads work? They’re much like the
normal pads that you would find in an arcade.
These pads, however, differ in that they attach
via USB to a Stepmania setup that’s run on a

normal PC. This ensures that any song can be
played using the pads with an arcade setup (i.e.
timing, judging and grading), designed to mimic
any rhythm
game that uses
a metal pad for
Visit GamingInsurrection.com
dancing. The
pads are sturdy
for more photos of Marcus’
5and well built
Stepmania 5 setup!
and don’t slide
around a lot
like foam pads that you buy commonly do. The
connections built into the pads are exceptional as
well, meaning there won’t be problems with arrow taps read during songs.

WANT MORE?

Taking a test drive
We took the pads for a spin during a game
night at the University of South Carolina. Using
the projector screen in a lecture hall, the DDR PC
setup worked well with the pads on stable solid
ground and plenty of space with which to play.
I asked Marcus how he transports them, and he
replied that the pads fit perfectly in the trunk of his

SUV. They’re easily portable, as is the lightweight
desktop, and they’re in high demand: Marcus can
usually be found in the game room of Nashicon, a
local anime convention that GI attends every year
in Columbia. The portability means quick and easy
setup and cleanup and has made it a fun in-demand item of the nerdy kind among our group.
I asked Marcus what he uses to have the machine
running. He replied with a laundry list of things
but the main things were Open ITG and Stepmania
5, the latest version of the program available. This
gives him a more stable set up because troubleshooting means a wealth of information is available. GI uses an older version, 3.95 Alpha, because
we’re more comfortable with it and there are more
themes and components available to recreate the
official experience.
With our time with the pads ending, we marveled at the engineering behind it all and watched
as Marcus stored the pads and desktop. Although
there are still DDR releases in arcades, Stepmania 5
has shown through its portability, ease of setup and
ability to mimic the official experience of the major
rhythm games that it’s the wave of the future.

feature

Stepmania extras on the Web
Where to find extensions to get the most out of your stepping experience

If you’re looking to create your own steps and simfiles within Stepmania, you’re going to need
a little help. There are several programs out there that help with the creation of files and edited
steps that make the process easy.

Noteskins & themes

Songs & bumper packs

Stepmania Things:
stepmaniathings.com/files/

Otaku’s Dream: otakusdream.com
Jousway’s site: zettbou.co.uk/
Pump Pro Plus: pumproplus.com

Extras
DDReam Studio: In addition to generating your own simfile document with
the appropriate labels and correct information, DDReam is immensely useful
in generating the correct global offset for a song. This means your song will be
synced correctly and playable. It’s available for download at http://www.mediafire.
com/?82al94e5ot6sfy2

Stepmania Online: stepmaniaonline.net

DDR UK backup downloads:
makou.pestermom.com/ddruk/
Zenius-I-Vanisher: zenius-i-vanisher.com

Note: Also use this site for the official CD titles
and courses.

Rathstar: This generates a stepchart representation of your file’s simfile document (commonly ending in the .sm extension). This is helpful when you want
to analyze charts and need a graphical representation of your steps, such as the
official charts that are found on the now-defunct DDRFreak.com. The source code
can be hosted on your website or files can be generated at http://r21freak.com/
darkluke/rathstar/
BPM Analyzer: MixMeister’s BPM Analyzer is a tool that calculates a song’s
BPM. As you’re creating your simfile, you need to know a song’s beats per
minute to have an accurate representation in Stepmania. This program does all of
that for you. As an alternative, download Foobar 2000, a free media player, which
has an add-on component that also calculates BPM.

feature
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08 tech geeks

Blue Snowball Ice
Microphone
If you’re looking to do simple podcasting and need a good mic that
won’t break the bank, look no further than the Blue Snowball. This
USB microphone is the best on the market in terms of price and quality combined. It’s extremely easy to use and setup with any audio
recording software (think Sony Acid Music Studio or Audacity) and the
recording quality is extremely good. The price is also what makes it a
must-buy: GI spent no more than $50 for the mic.
Cost: $49.99
Where to buy: Amazon.com, BestBuy.com

LG DVD/CD drive
At GI, our most recent laptop purchase (the Lenovo
Yoga 2-in-1) does not come with an internal hard disc
drive. This meant needing an optical drive to install
various editing programs. Enter the Samsung LG DVD/
CD combination drive. It installs via USB and works
quickly and effectively with various video players. The
one gripe that we have is that it cannot hook up with
a TV via HDMI like we thought would be possible. That
means it can’t be used as a standalone DVD player.
However, it’s a small gripe when we have other means
to play DVDs or CDs. The price was in a great range, too,
making it worth a purchase if you need some way to
access non-downloaded media.
Cost: $30.00
Where to buy: Amazon.com, BestBuy.com
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DEVIL MAY CRY 3
Dante returns and has a
stellar hunt in the third game
in the Devil May Cry franchise,
PAGE 10
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DEVIL MAY CRY 3

Dance with the
devil in Dante's
rebound adventure
When I finally got my own copy
of Devil May Cry 3, I read that it
brought back the melee action
that made the first game awesome to play, but it raised the bar
for future installments of Capcom’s demon-slaying series. Was
the praise heaped upon DMC3 well
deserved or was this another way
of Capcom milking a great game
series dry for more cash? I got my
answer in Devil May Cry 3: Dante’s
Awakening, Special Edition.
Set as a prequel to the original
DMC, we find our fearless demon
hunter Dante beginning to set
up shop when a mysterious man
named Arkham arrives with
a invitation from Dante’s
brother, Vergil. This
“invitation” turns
into a demon-style,
revealing that Vergil
has not only helped in
resurrecting a ancient
demonic tower, but also
he wants Dante’s amulet to open a portal to connect
the human and with the demon
worlds. Dante, of course, is not
pleased and sets off to stop Vergil
and his plans of world domination.
DMC3 starts from the begin-

Brandon Beatty

EDITOR-AT-LARGE

ning as an explosive nonstop
melee with brief but important
tutorials for players to master
Dante’s moves and his signature
weapons. In addition to the tutorials, four different combative arts
called “styles” are available
to Dante, giving him
various abilities to
increase the power
of various guns,
striking weapons,
dodge attacks, and
unleashing handto-hand combat with
devastating results.
Once Dante defeats a certain boss, he will be able to use
them in the form of unique, various weapons. There is a lock-on
feature to directly target enemies
that, with practice, will be a valuable tool to rip enemies apart. Also

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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Photos courtesy of Giantbomb.com

in the special edition, there are
two modes of play: Normal, which
is basic DMC speed; or, Turbo,
where EVERYTHING is clocked
up 20 times the normal speed of
the game to test your skills. Also,
you can play the game not only
as Dante, but also as Vergil, who
has some serious weaponry and
moves that would make Jubei
Yagyu be in awe.
The game music fits each level

with a Phantom of the Opera type
of feel while the battle scenes uses
an electronic/heavy metal beat
that heats up the battles. My only
issue is that it’s repetitive every
time I fight enemies, but it’s well
done nonetheless. The voice acting in DMC is top-notch thanks
to Reuben Langdon as Dante and
Daniel Southworth (Power Rangers: Time Force) as Vergil. Both
actors did the motion capture and

voice work for their respective
characters.
With the good comes the bad,
however. While I appreciate the
use of analog control in addition to moving the screen camera
around, the controls are tank-like.
That is frustrating because if I’m
surrounded by enemies, I’m easy
pickings. Also, the automatic firing ability of Ebony and Ivory is
still in DMC3 but it requires rapid
pressing instead of the fluid ease
found in the first game. I also had
to stock up (and I mean STOCK
UP) on red orbs to purchase power
ups for Dante and his weapons or
learn new moves since the game
was trying to do a stick-up job
every time I need to make some
upgrades. Fortunately, I could replay each mission to get more orbs
or level up.
DMC3 lives up to its high praise
guaranteeing plenty of challenge
and replay value when you just
want to get medieval on things
but legally. This Special Edition
is a no-holds barred adventure
in demon-slaying with the best
in the business. If Capcom wants
to do a movie for Devil May Cry,
I’m for it, but do it right; in other
words Capcom, stick to the story
and the payday bonanza will take
care of itself.

now playing

ANIMAL CROSSING: AMIIBO FESTIVAL

Rolling the dice with Animal Crossing
Judging from the standpoint of an
avid Animal Crossing player and enthusiast, the concept of new games
coming into my beloved franchise
is not always welcome. There have
been particularly good games (i.e.
Wild World, the original game) and
mediocre offerings (Happy Home Designer and City Folk). Amiibo Festival
is a little bit of both: It’s a fun take on
the Animal Crossing universe, but it
needs a little bit of polish and more
things to do to keep the concept of a
board game based on the franchise
interesting.
I’ve always referred to Animal
Crossing as the series about doing
nothing. Amiibo Festival takes that
concept and turns it on its head.
With Festival, you’re tasked
with moving around a typical Animal Crossing town
in the form of a large
board game. The town
is transformed by spaces that can be events,
Stalk Market sale stops
and visits from the usual
assortment of guests that
visit a normal town in the
franchise.
What makes the game fun is the
usage of all things Animal Crossing.
Game time is determined by a calendar that utilizes events commonly
found throughout the series, and
villagers that you would encounter
in town show up to help out player
characters. The player characters
themselves are Amiibo figurines
that you purchase and input into the
game. For example, GI has about 25
Amiibo, eight of which are Animal
Crossing related (Digby, Celeste,
Isabelle, Villager, Tom Nook, Mable,
Rover and K.K. Slider) that can be
used to play through a session.

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
These characters can collect points to
unlock new outfits and modes in the
plaza based on game performance.
The tie-in to the series benefits the otherwise-tired
Mario Party formula
and enhances the
charm of what
would probably be a
tiresome exercise in
board game management.
Using some of that
inherent charm of Animal Crossing, Amiibo Festival
plays well and looks great. There is
a notable pastel sheen over everything in-game, but it still looks just
like you’d expect Animal Crossing to
look: Bright, colorful and smooth.
Because we’re long past the janky
block graphics of the original game,
Amiibo Festival is closer in style to
the latest game in the series, New
Leaf, and it works in its favor. The
soundtrack is also in line with the
New Leaf era and it’s servicable. It’s
not the main feature of the game,
so I’m not expecting it to reach the
realm of New Leaf’s great tracks, but
it’s not unpleasant so it works just

SCORE:
3 OUT
OF 5

now playing

fine for what it’s asked to do.
My main complaint about Amiibo
Festival, however, has more to do
with the polish of the final product
and some of the additions. It feels
as though there isn’t enough to do
in-game, quite honestly. While the
board game is fun, it’s not enough to
keep me interested long-term. The
additions in the plaza — mini-games
that use Animal Crossing ideas —
are cute but get old quickly, and
some are outright frustrating, even
for a longtime player like myself.
The trivia section, for example,
tests your knowledge of the series.
Setting aside the fact that there
shouldn’t be a time limit to answer
questions that test your prowess of a
series that has at least seven games,
the questions are incredibly obscure
most of the time and require that
you have encyclopedic memory and
understanding of how the series
works. Most people just looking for a
fun board game aren’t going to know
the answers, let alone know them
quickly. I have been playing Animal
Crossing since the “Population growing!” days of 2003, and I had trouble
with quite a few of the questions
asked. There should be more to do,
more interaction with the town that
you play in and more of an attempt
to dig deep into that well of seven
games.
Amiibo Festival is a unique take on
a series that has managed to endure
and improve over the past 15 years
with new concepts and innovation.
If there is some consolation prize for
staying on this board, it’s knowing
that while it could use some polish
and fleshing out, Amiibo Festival is
a good roll of the dice and gamble
that paid off for the Animal Crossing
franchise.
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MAXIMO: GHOSTS TO GLORY

Maximo continues the quest to rescue the princess
I have a love and hate relationship with
Capcom. For every game they develop and
publish that will be a smash hit by being
more creative and sticking to the basics,
they churn out five or six copies of the same
game without breaking any new ground (i.e.
Street Fighter V). I won’t even mention how
they studied the Konami code of disposing
of one of their greatest game series and its
leader. With this view of Capcom off my
chest, let’s look at a game that is original
and has become a successor to the classic games Ghosts ‘N Goblins and Adventure
Island: Maximo: Ghosts to Glory.
You take the role of said character, Maximo, who, after returning from a battle to
protect his kingdom, finds out that
his main lady Queen Sophia is
captured by his once-trusted
adviser, Achille. To make
matters worse, Achille has
developed a drill that has
pierced the underworld,
allowing him to create an
army of undead monsters to
terrorize the kingdom. All is not
lost as is seems that as Maximo
was free-falling, the Grim Reaper makes a
deal for him to return to the living world in
exchange for returning the lost souls to the
underworld. Maximo accepts and begins his
quest to free Sophia and restore the peace
taken by Achille.
Maximo retains the elements from Ghosts
‘N Goblins and Adventure Island but allows

FUN FACTS
Brandon Beatty
freedom to explore all of the stages thanks
to its 3D design. Maximo has the ability to
run, jump and crouch to avoid enemies and
is easily controlled with use of the analog
control stick. Maximo is also ready for battle
with his trusty sword and shield, which
can be thrown at approaching enemies and capable of wiping out
all enemies on the screen if the
right power-ups are applied. In
addition to his sword and shield,
Maximo has his armor which, if
all the parts are gathered, he becomes invincible for a brief period.
A heads up: Make sure that Maximo
keeps his armor as long as possible since
like Arthur in Ghosts ‘N Goblins, if Maximo
takes too many hits, he would be down to
his boxers, which would lead to his death
if he takes another hit. Also, controlling
Maximo is not difficult, but some practice
is recommended to get adjusted to moving
around.

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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EDITOR-AT-LARGE

Maximo was the first game developed by Capcom’s U.S. digital studios. Although CDS Director
David Stiller wanted a connection between
Ghosts ‘N Goblins and Maximo, Capcom of Japan
denied it because of possible legal issues.
Head designer Bill Anderson also mentioned
that while Maximo’s character designs were CDS
originals, famed manga artist Susumu Matsushita
was commissioned to tailor-make the game’s
characters to CDS’ wishes. Matsushita is also
known for his work in the Adventure Island series
for the NES.
The stages are excellently designed and
guaranteed to make you feel that you’re in
Maximo’s world. The game’s music is an
enjoyable mix of original and remastered
tracks from the original Ghosts ‘N Goblins.
The challenge level is ridiculously high,
guaranteeing great replay value.
Maximo: Ghosts to Glory is one of those
type of games that will please fans of oldschool adventure gaming who want to play
the genre with the latest technology. In my
opinion, Maximo is also a example of what
Capcom can do when they allow creativity
to flourish instead of always milking their
golden franchises to death.
Well done, Capcom. Well done.

now playing

BUST-A-MOVE

Puzzle Bobble's
breakout hit
Bubble Bobble isn’t super famous last I checked, but I
learned who Bub and Bob were by the time I finished their
first puzzle effort for the Super NES, the mid-90s appropriately named Bust-A-Move.
There’s much fun and mirth to be had in the bubblepopping title. There’s not much story other than Bub and
Bob are popping bubbles to save a friend, who is trapped at
the end (level 100). Once their friend is saved, that’s it. But,
that’s assuming you can make it that far.
Bust-A-Move is incredibly simple to play but hard to master. The concept is easy to understand: aim a launcher and
match three like-colored bubbles. The bubbles will fall off
the playing field, clearing space and rows so that you can
work toward clearing further bubbles. After a certain number are cleared, the ceiling
of the well lowers, inching
closer to a visible line. Once
the line is crossed with a
bubble, the game is over.
Basically, it’s reverse Tetris with bubbles instead of
lines. The trickiness in mastering the game comes in
popping the bubbles. There
are different techniques
to achieving the results
that you want, but it really
comes down to knowing
how to aim and learning the
fabled bankshot off the side of the well.
With its simplicity in learning, Bust-A-Move quickly distinguishes itself as fun to play. I requested the game for my
14th birthday and I’ve had a blast playing the original since.
There are other games in the series, but this one is the best
out of all of the sequels and spinoffs of the series. The controls aren’t too stiff, though sometimes I have complaints
about the particular way a bubble bounces or sticks a little
too easily to the first bubble it comes close to. Yet, the controls aren’t horrible.

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

retrograde

The simple theme also shows in the graphics. Bust-A-Move
is one of the brightest and cutest games I’ve ever played. The
colors pop and while you’re using colored bubbles, they don’t
necessarily interfere with the background graphics, which
could make for a confusing play field.
Bust-A-Move also gets a nod for its
attention paid to other modes such
as Challenge and the two-player
bubble popping. Challenge is fun
and a good test of skills: You’re
tasked with popping as many
bubbles as you can before it’s game
over. It’s hard to pop a lot if you’re
new to the game, but as your skills
progress, you can and will see a
difference in how long you manage to last. The two-player
mode is fun also, because you can either play against the
computer or against another human player. Any game that
gives me the option to play two-player against the computer
automatically gets a nod because that injects longevity into
a title immediately.
There’s a decent amount of depth to Bust-A-Move and it
certainly makes for an interesting puzzle distraction on the
SNES. It’s worth exploring the bubble-popping world with
the original bubble eliminator.

SCORE:
3.5 OUT
OF 5
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MAGICAL TETRIS CHALLENGE

When Tetris, Disney collide

Messing with an old and universally loved favorite such as Tetris is
a risky proposition. You can get it
right or mess it up horribly, where it
is forever known as the “messed up
version of Tetris.” Luckily, Magical
Tetris Challenge by Capcom manages to dodge that label and add a
few elements to the main game to
refresh an older title.
Magical Tetris is, at its core, a fun
game with lots of charm to spread
around. There are multiple modes
to choose from and the variety helps
the replay factor long after the novelty of comboing wears off. The story
mode is the other mode most played
at GI, and is based off the new Magical Tetris mode. While I’m
not fond of the cliffhanger by difficulty
level method, the
story is serviceable
and moves the action forward with
a nice added Disney
touch. Mainstays
such as Mickey, Minnie, Donald and Goofy fill
out the cast, though you can
only play as these four.
Magical Tetris earns its bread and
butter in the way it builds on the
Tetris formula. With Tetris in the
name and designed to appeal to a
mass audience using that, Magical Tetris starts out with the basics:
Create and clear lines using seven
letter-shaped pieces. Clear four lines

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
and you get a Tetris.
Ah, but herein lies the additions to
Magical Tetris and where the basics
end and advanced play begins: For
every line cleared, a small
amount of energy is added
to a magic meter. Fill up
the magic meter and you
get what we’ve termed
at GI as a breakdown:
All pieces restructure
to create a neat space
and a large portion of
the well where your pieces
fall is wiped clean. Also, clearing
lines creates combos, which can be
countered until a piece is shaped 10
by 10. Combos and counters creates a back and forth, during which
oddly shaped pieces are created and
fall into the play field. By setting up
the pieces in a decent shape in your
well, you can achieve what is called
a pentris, or five lines cleared

SCORE:
4 OUT
OF 5
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simultaneously.
Comboing and countering makes
the gameplay fun and adds an
increasing level of competitiveness
and urgency to every match. Even if
you’re not the most Tetris-competent
gamer, Magical Tetris does an excellent job inviting all skill levels in to
learn and get better. The basics are
quickly explained and the advanced
techniques are made plain as you
go along. That helps in the frantic
atmosphere of a spirited two-player
human match, where anything and
usually everything can happen.
The game shines in its visuals,
which benefit from that Disney
touch. The game is bright and
colorful and designed in the way
of Disney games and animation,
meaning it’s top-notch through and
through. The graphics are still good
for an N64-era game and haven’t
aged badly. The soundtrack has aged
well, too, and is still one of the best
of the era. Each character’s stage is
memorably themed and stands out
enough for you to remember it well
after your game is over.
Having played the majority of the
Tetris spinoffs and creations out on
the market for the past 30 years, I
need to have something that pushes
me to play. Magical Tetris succeeds
in adding to the Tetris formula just
enough to buy its way in to my
library and stick around through
charm and ability. This is an excellent Tetris spin job.

retrograde

BALLOON FIGHT

Fruitless balloon showdowns
The best thing I can possibly say about Balloon Fight
is that it’s innovative for its concepts at the time. Other
than that, this isn’t a game I’d recommend to anyone
beyond the age of 10 and even that’s pushing it.
The premise is simple: You play as the “Balloon
Fighter,” who is tasked with staying alive and defeating
enemies in increasingly difficult stages. Two balloons
are attached to the Fighter and to the enemies, and the
Fighter must pop their balloons while avoiding his own
being popped and other obstacles such as a large piranha, water and lightning strikes. The Balloon Fighter is
fairly stout and sturdy, seeing as though he can take a
lot of bumping and pushing, but if he loses his balloons,
it’s a lost life. There are bonus games and a different
mode, Balloon Trip, that takes the Fighter through
an obstacle course to improve your rank
and score.
This is all fine and well, but the controls turn what should be a fun and
simple game into a nightmare and a
chore to actually control. The Fighter
flaps his arms to stay afloat and even
with both balloons still present, this
is extra hard to do and maintain. More
often than not, I don’t lose balloons
because an enemy popped them; it’s because I
landed in the water, was eaten by the large fish or
steered myself unwittingly into the lightning I was
desperately trying to avoid. Precision flying this is not.
To get a sense of what it’s like to control the Fighter,
imagine if the horrible Ice Climbers were flying instead

of jumping terribly up
a mountain.
And while the game
is barely playable,
the soundtrack also
manages to squeak
by in presentation. It is a sad day
when I declare that
a soundtrack from
Metroid sound director Hip Tanaka is
irredeemable. There
is nothing that makes
me want to listen to
this, and nearly everything that Tanaka has
created gets high marks from me. The songs
aren’t memorable, there are few songs there
anyway, and the lack of varied sound effects
is disconcerting. Add the soundtrack woes
to an underwhelming graphical palette and
the game overall is a mess.
Despite the pedigree of folks who worked on
the game (i.e. Shigeru Miyamoto as producer,
Metroid designer/director Yoshio Sakamoto
and Tanaka), Balloon Fight couldn’t be further away
from the quality of Nintendo classics I want to play.
Balloon Fight is representative of an older era of games
that required a Herculean amount of patience, which I
am not prepared to give in this day and age where better games are available.

Lyndsey Hicks

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

SCORE:
2 OUT
OF 5

retrograde
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blockbusteD
The biggest
competition on
the planet for
two years in a
row, and I wasn’t
there
16

W

By Lyndsey Hicks

hen I was a young gamer, there was
nothing better than reading an issue of the now-defunct GamePro
magazine, playing Mortal
Kombat II, renting games
and ordering Chinese food, in exactly
that order. The Internet in those days
was not as ubiquitous as it is now,
and my source of gaming news
was strictly what managed to come
straight off the presses at my local
video game rental stores. I was introduced to
the world of game rentals through my wonderful late mother, who noted casually that I could
rent games just as we rented movies for holidays and

I’d be responsible for paying for it while she would
allow me to use our Blockbuster/Pic-A-Flick memberships that only adults were allowed to use.
It was the summer of 1994 and the full swing
of gaming season had set upon Columbia. It
was after a weekly trip to secure something
to play at the former Blockbuster on Decker
Boulevard (editor’s note: It’s now a
church of some kind, imagine that) and
a quick trip to the former Guangzhou —
my favorite Chinese restaurant in town at
the time — that I noticed there was a

See BLOCKBUSTER, PAGE 21
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER
On tap this quarter:
No. 113 - Chansey
No. 114 - Tangela
No. 115 - Kangaskhan
No. 116 - Horsea
No. 117 - Seadra
No. 118 - Goldeen
No. 119 - Seaking
Special thanks to
Bulbapedia for
Pokémon artwork

No. 113 —Chansey

WHAT TO KEEP AND DELETE
Pokémon
Chansey

Tangela

Keep

Delete

Pound

Growl

Doubleslap

Defense
Curl

Sing

Light
Screen

Minimize

DoubleEdge

Constrict

Bind

Poison
Powder

Absorb

Stun Spore

Growth

Sleep
Powder
Slam
Kangaskhan

Comet
Punch

Tail
Whip

Rage

Leer

Bite
Mega
Punch

LEVEL
Start
Start
24
30
38
44
48
54

No. 114 —Tangela

ATTACK

TYPE

Pound
Doubleslap
Sing
Growl
Minimize
Defense Curl
Light Screen
Double-Edge

Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Psychic
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Chansey isn’t anything special unless you want a
Pokémon that specializes in Normal moves. That’s
all Chansey has going for it, and even then, those
Normal moves aren’t the best of the bunch. The
most useful out of the group is Doubleslap, which is
powerful enough to do some damage against most
Pokémon. If you’re going for cute factor, Chansey
has it, but that’s about it.

LEVEL

ATTACK

No. 115 —Kangaskhan

TYPE

Start
Start

Constrict
Bind

Normal
Normal

29
32

Absorb
Poison
Powder
Stun Spore
Sleep
Powder
Slam
Growth

Grass
Poison

36
39
45
49

Grass
Grass
Normal
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Tangela, while not quite the Grass powerhouse that
is Bulbasaur, is still a formidable and great choice if
inflicting status changes is your thing. It’s not quite
on par with the Oddish/Gloom/Vileplume evolution, but it still features enough moves and can be
taught enough to make up for the lack of learned
default Grass moves. Take advantage of the fact that
it learns so many status changers and keep those
moves while teaching it to inflict some punishing
Normal moves.

LEVEL
Start
Start
26
31
36
41
46

ATTACK
Comet
Punch
Rage
Bite
Tail Whip
Mega Punch
Leer
Dizzy Punch

TYPE
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
Kangaskhan represents brute force in Pokémon.
The single-evolution Pokémon doesn’t have many
other moves besides offensive punches, Rage
and Bite, so it’s best to use this to your advantage
and build up its power stat. The harder it hits, the
faster your battle will be over, and the moves that
it has will ensure that in one hit most of the time.

Dizzy
Punch
retro game corner
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Bubble
Water Gun
Hydro Pump
Delete
Smokescreen
Leer
Agility
Moves to teach
Surf

Evolves at Level 32
No. 116 —Horsea

LEVEL
Start
19
24
30
37
45

ATTACK
Bubble
Smokescreen
Leer
Water Gun
Agility
Hydro
Pump

No. 117 —Seadra

TYPE

LEVEL

Water
Normal

Start
Start

Normal
Water
Psychic
Water

Start
Start
41
52

ATTACK
Bubble
Smokescreen
Leer
Water Gun
Agility
Hydro
Pump

TYPE
Water
Normal
Normal
Water
Psychic
Water

EDITOR’S NOTES:
The Horsea/Seadra evolution isn’t bad at all. It actually features many of the moves
you would find in the highly recommended Squirtle/Wartortle/Blastoise evolution
chain. Because of that, we recommend catching a Horsea if you didn’t pick Squirtle
as your starter Pokémon and then raising it to Seadra. The quality of the moves it
learns means instant success with a lot of Ground/Rock foes, and you don’t have to
wait long before learning some of the crucial moves such as Water Gun and Hydro
Pump.
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RED & BLUE

KNOWLEDGE CENTER

WHAT TO KEEP
AND DELETE
Keep
Peck
Horn Attack
Fury Attack
Waterfall
Horn Drill
Delete
Agility
Tail Whip
Super Sonic

Evolves at Level 33

No. 118 —Goldeen

LEVEL
Start
Start
19
24
30
37
45
54

ATTACK
Peck
Tail Whip
Super Sonic
Horn Attack
Fury Attack
Waterfall
Horn Drill
Agility

No. 119 —Seaking

LEVEL

TYPE

Start
Start
Start
Start
Start
39
48
54

Fly
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Water
Normal
Normal

ATTACK
Peck
Tail Whip
Super Sonic
Horn Attack
Fury Attack
Waterfall
Horn Drill
Agility

TYPE
Fly
Normal
Normal
Normal
Normal
Water
Normal
Normal

EDITOR’S NOTES:
While the Goldeen/Seaking evolution isn’t exactly the
most productive, it’s decent enough to use if you need a
Water type in a pinch. Even though it’s a Water-type Pokémon, it focuses mostly on Normal-type moves. These are
some of the most powerful in the game, with top choices
going to Horn Drill, a one-hit KO move; and, Fury Attack,
which hits multiple times most of the time. The major
problem with the chain is that it learns only one Watertype move naturally, so you’re going to have to teach it
other things, such as Surf, to counteract this.

retro game corner
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By Lyndsey Hicks

Don’t forget to
download our DDR
glossary of terms!

Artist: D.J. Rich feat. Tail Bros.
Difficulty: 5/6/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 128

Artist: 200
Difficulty: 6/7/8
Chosen difficulty: Standard
BPM: 200

Artist: Naoki featuring Paula Terry
Difficulty: 4/5/9
Chosen difficulty: Standard
BPM: 160

Super Star is a fun song that manages to stay
on beat, especially in the Heavy stepchart. Be
careful of the jackhammers in several sections,
which require you to carefully time out the
jackhammers into runs shortly afterward. The
song is a slow burn of runs and circles around
the pad, so try to conserve as much energy in
the runs.

Paranoia Evolution is a speedy Paranoia variation that focuses on triplets and runs throughout
the steps for most of the difficulties. The main
thing to take away from this is not letting the
speed become intimidating. If it does, you will
fail the song easily because of lack of stamina.
The other tricky part to worry about is the liberal amount of jumps sprinkled throughout.

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Broken My Heart is a fun song that has interesting steps from the beginning, no matter the
chosen difficulty. In the Standard steps, there
are a lot of triplets to mix things up and jumps
that test your ability to sightread and understand
the beat of the song. This is another in a long
line of Naoki songs that feature steps that match
vocalist Paula Terry’s lyrics, so listening to the
song ahead of playing any of the steps will
prove to be a tremendous benefit.
Suggested Speed Mod: x2

UPCOMING SONGS
Furuhata’s Theme
Drill instructor (c-jah happy mix)
Twinbee ~ Generation X ~
Captivate ~ chikai
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Torture of the prehistoric variety bites in the form of Primal Rage

T

here are some released video game series that make even the most seasoned
and hardened gamer question their
purpose. These series take everything
loved about the genre they inhabit and
turn it into a mockery, held up for consumption, laughter and disgrace. Primal Rage, a
slovenly depiction of dinosaurs battling for
supremacy, is such a travesty that it’s a wonder that gaming never went the way of, well,
the dinosaurs because of it.
There isn’t a single portion of Primal Rage
that isn’t a mess: the story, the graphics, the
music, the controls. All of it is a nightmare
in the form of a fighting game that was
meant to somehow complete the Sisyphean
task of competing with Street Fighter, Mortal
Kombat and Killer Instinct at the time. Don’t
worry, it fails miserably, just in time to see
the rock that is decency roll back down the
hill.
The controls play like a drunk adult trying
to steer a child’s Power Wheels vehicle on his
block in the dead of night: You might be able
to move and hit something if you’re lucky.
The moves are stiff and play just like you’d
expect stop motion to play: Horribly. There
are better examples of stop motion fighting
games (see Mortal Kombat’s Goro and all
of the Clayfighter series) so why this plays

BLOCKBUSTER, from PAGE 16
contest brewing among the local gaming
populace. Blockbuster had announced that
there was going to be a nationwide tournament taking place in its many locations in
Columbia and that all comers were welcome
to participate. I immediately went home,
on the way asking my mom what were the
chances that I, local Mortal Kombat II legend, would be able to showcase my skills
in a tournament for the first time? Sadly, I
didn’t make it home before I found out the
answer: Not this year, because I was going to
Maryland for the summer with my aunt and
cousin so I wouldn’t be in town to compete. I
was devastated. Could mom have not realized that my local reputation was staked
on entering this contest to take on the local
braggarts that went beyond my home away
from home at Aladdin’s Castle in Columbia
Mall/Place? What was she thinking? Twelveyear-old Lyndsey was outraged.
Because I missed the tournament that year,
I missed the chance to compete in what was
a great lineup of games: NBA Jam (Super
Nintendo and Genesis versions), Sonic the
Hedgehog 3 (Genesis), Virtua Racing (Genesis), TMNT: Tournament Fighters (SNES) and
Clayfighter: Tournament Edition (SNES). I
wasn’t a big fan of Sonic, so I probably would
have entered in the SNES competition. This
is especially so looking back because it was
the system that I owned at the time. I would
have done well at NBA Jam and Clayfighter:
TE but I’m sure I wouldn’t have done well at
TMNT: TF. I don’t enjoy the game now so I

retro game corner

with Lyndsey
Hicks
so terribly, I’m not sure. All that I know is, I
attempted moves and sometimes things happened and sometimes they didn’t.
The graphics are just as stiff as the gameplay. The dinosaurs look stilted, though their
color palettes and details aren’t bad. The
background animation, though, is awful. It
consists of things that are supposed to be
people running around worshiping the various dinos as gods. Or something like that.
And that’s about as much as I know about the
story, as well. Supposedly, there’s a story in
there somewhere that involves a cataclysm,
gods awakening and eating followers while
battle for supremacy over “Urth.” I didn’t give
it much thought back in the day when this
was fresh in the arcades, not when I could
play something much better in the form of

MK or Street Fighter and not have to worry
about dinosaurs’ precision in pulling off combos and finishing moves.
And don’t remind me that I’ve actually attempted to play this and tried to finish an
opponent. I blame MK for the foolishness
of copycats that thought having “finishing
moves” were the recipe for success. It wasn’t
and it doesn’t make your game worth a damn,
either. At this point, I am so tired of hackneyed
knockoffs based on “killing” your opponent

blockbuster championships lineup
Blockbuster World Championships I – 1994
Choose from two systems to play through selected games over three weeks. The highest combined score
for the store moved on to regional, state and national championships for both systems.
Games played:
NBA Jam (Super Nintendo and Sega Genesis)
Sonic the Hedgehog 3 (Genesis)
Virtua Racing (Genesis)
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Tournament Fighters (SNES)
Clayfighter: Tournament Edition (SNES)
Super Nintendo winner: Mark Guinane
Sega Genesis winner: Fred Doughty
Blockbuster World Championships II – 1995
Games played:
Donkey Kong Country (Super Nintendo only)
NBA Jam: Tournament Edition (Sega Genesis)
Judge Dredd (Sega Genesis)
wouldn’t have enjoyed it then.
The summer faded as I made my way back
to Columbia, having missed the tournament entirely. I realized later in the year
that I would possibly get a chance to redeem
myself the next summer with the announcement of another tournament. The games
would be announced later, so I figured I had
time to get ready. Another school year ended
and I readied myself for another chance.
And then the games were announced for
the Blockbuster World Championships II:

Judge Dredd (Genesis), Donkey Kong Country
(SNES) and NBA Jam: Tournament Edition
(Genesis). I didn’t play any of those games,
and I especially didn’t want to play Donkey
Kong Country. I have a myriad grievances
against Donkey Kong to start with and I
certainly wasn’t going to stake my reputation on playing a game I outright despised.
So, another year was out for me to join the
contest. I didn’t realize that it would be my
final chance.
The World Championships never had a

that don’t offer anything in the way of story,
graphics or entertainment beyond gore and
silliness. It wasn’t cute way back in 1993 and
1994, and it isn’t cute now. Primal Rage was
an abysmal excuse to attempt to make money
then, and I’m glad it will never be allowed to
be unearthed as something viable again.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
lyndseyh@gaminginsurrection.com

third outing. It was a number of factors for
the decision, such as too much effort to run a
nationwide campaign on numerous systems
with the Sony PlayStation on the horizon.
Nintendo was moving forward with the N64
and Sega was meandering into the muddy
waters of the Saturn. Also, Blockbuster took
a hit with bad business decisions from its
parent company Viacom. Money was tight
and the scale of the effort to do the championships was just too much for a business
that was in trouble. And, because of the way
the tournament was set up the second time,
a lot of the contestants didn’t move on if they
were in a small area. Columbia, as compared
to larger urban population centers, is the
equivalent of a one-traffic light town, so we
were more than likely not going forward in
the competition.
If you can find a Genesis competition
cartridge from the second tournament, it’s
worth the trouble. The cart, featuring Judge
Dredd and NBA Jam: Tournament Edition, is
worth $2,000 or more, which is pretty good
for a cart that has only five known copies in
existence still floating around.
The Blockbuster World Championships
were a fleeting moment of potential dominance that I missed entirely for different
reasons both times. With the poor format
and smaller scale the second time around,
I’m not entirely that sad to have missed the
competition both times, even if it meant a
trip to visit the magazine that I read cover to
cover every month for years as an aspiring
video game journalist.
So long, Blockbuster.
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PROPERTY REVIEW

Captain America: Civil War
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A civil war worth fighting

N

o, this isn’t the “Late Unpleasantness,”
but Captain America: Civil War is a
bitter battle waged between brothers
in arms. And it’s a fascinating look at
that battle that has moral complications and implications for the Marvel Cinematic Universe at large.
Civil War starts out shortly after the end
of the excellent Winter Soldier (editor’s note:
Read our review of Captain America: The
Winter Soldier in 4Q2014) and Avengers: Age
of Ultron. The titular assassin is shown in a
flashback to a pivotal event in an Avenger’s
history and is, in the present, on the loose
after rescuing Captain America from the
murky depths of the Potomac River. Also, the
Avengers have been bolstered by the additions of new recruits with a few losses in
the lineup because of events in Age of Ultron.
They’re on a mission to stop Crossbones (also
new after the Winter Soldier) when everything planned goes horribly awry. The aftermath is swift: The Avengers are called on the
carpet and told to shape up, join the government’s version of oversight or be hunted and
thrown in jail with no foreseeable release.
Sides are chosen and the lines are drawn as
to who is going to remain with no oversight
and who will work with the government’s
registration act.
We have to acknowledge the powerful
secondary tale that springs up among the
Winter Soldier, Captain America and Iron
Man. The civil war really comes down to the
layered conflict between Cap and Iron Man.
This is what’s really driving the overall arching fight between teams, but on a personal
level, these two friends are hurting on different levels because of each other. Tony can’t
understand why Cap doesn’t get the need for
oversight and he feels jealous because of the
relationship between Cap and the Winter
Soldier. Not to mention, a plot twist late in
the game brings the latter relationship to the

HOW WE GRADE

We score the properties in three categories: Casting
(or voice acting in cases of animated), plot and simi
larities to its source material. Each category receives
points out of the maximum of 10 per category and
30 overall. The percentage is the final score.

forefront and is essentially the straw that
breaks the camel’s back for Tony. Cap can’t
understand why Tony doesn’t want to operate as is, given that Tony is a past weapons
manufacturer and operates well without
someone standing over his shoulder and the
follies that were S.H.I.E.L.D and Hydra. Civil
War’s excellent and tight writing basically
boils down a conflict between best friends
whose visions have grown apart.
Despite Civil War being one of the longer films in the MCU, it never feels like it.
The pacing is excellent from the beginning
to end, and you’re drawn into the action
quickly and efficiently, which there’s plenty
of. The flow of story to action is great, the
humor is deftly weaved in with a lot of inside jokes and nods to past events and easter
eggs, and it’s the perfect mix to keep you interested in what’s going to happen next. The
fight scenes alone are worth watching just
to see the choreography and stylish nuance
found in recreating the ensemble’s various
super powers and abilities. Every fight scene
— from the brawl at government headquarters, to the chase at the Winter Soldier’s
apartment and the giant brawl at the airport
— is worth watching repeatedly.
Character development is also handled
extremely well. New superheroes are introduced and older characters are further
developed, which makes the characterization

8.6

See CAPTAIN AMERICA, PAGE 24

T

he deluge of comic book movies these
days is like heaven-sent mana for a
geek like myself. The sheer volume
alone is overwhelming, and the majority of them happen to be good. I will
properly confess that I wasn’t anticipating
the quality of the majority, but it’s a welcome
problem to have because it could always be
worse.
If your name is Marvel, you have done
extraordinarily well. Basically, everything
they touch is gold. Captain America: Civil War
was HUGE; we’re talking billions in box office
receipts. Even the B-Team movies (i.e. the spinoffs) such as Ant Man and Guardians of the
Galaxy have exceeded expectations and made
buckets of money for the Marvel brand. So,
we’re good here because just about everything
about Phase III is going to translate into critical acclaim and financial windfall.
If your name is DC, you have some issues
and we have concerns about you going forward. DC’s cinematic universe just can’t seem
to get it right, whether it’s the poor characterization of Superman’s solo film, the tepid Batman vs. Superman or the silliness of Suicide
Squad. It seems that DC is struggling to tell
even the most basic stories about its legendary stable of heroes. Superman’s movies have
been mostly miss since the ill-advised reboot
attempt in 2006 with Superman Returns. Batman has been mostly good since the Christopher Nolan trilogy wrapped up with Dark
Knight Rises, but there is yet another new
face under the cowl — Ben Affleck — that’s
going to have to carry major burdens. Suicide Squad has been hit or miss, with either
enthusiastically great or horrible reviews. DC
has got to get its act together if it’s serious
about competing with the Marvel juggernaut
in any way, shape or form.
If you’re not named either DC or Marvel
and you’re producing a comic property,
chances are you’re the X-Men or Wolverine.
Fox handles the X-Men and it shows immediately that they’re not Marvel (despite being
a Marvel property in ink). While First Class

See COMIC BOOK MOVIES, PAGE 24
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Death Note wrapping up in
OTAKU CORNER its usual suspense-filled way
Brandon Beatty

S

cholarly. Resourceful. If I had to describe Light
Yagami, I would use these words to characterize him as well as to say that I could see him
becoming a future minister of justice for Japan.
However, since Mr. Yagami (aka Kira) has possession of the Death Note, I could only think of two words to
describe him: tyrant and murderer. In the ninth volume
of “Death Note,” Light’s actions fit my latter descriptions
of him as his actions continue to have devastating reactions on the United States and Japan.
At the end of Volume 8, Light’s plan to use U.S. Special
Forces to attack Mello’s hideout failed greatly because of
the involvement of the shinigami Sidoh, the use of the
ransom Death Note and use of the Shinigami Eyes by
one of Mello’s henchmen. As a result, the Special Forces
members along with current U.S. president David Hoope
were killed. Reeling from Mello’s brilliant attack, Light
devises an attack plan using Misa’s Death Note and having Soichiro make a deal with Ryuk for the Shinigami
Eyes. Light’s plan worked successfully in eliminating
Mello’s henchmen in addition to recovering the Death
Note and finding out Mello’s true identity, but Soichiro
was killed by one of Mello’s men, who faked his own
death.
During these events, the SPK discovers that they are
being disbanded amid a declaration of surrender to Kira
by acting U.S. President George Sairas. This forces Light
to go through a combined barrage of attacks by Near
and Mello in order to disrupt and expose Kira within the
Japanese task force. During this three-way battle, Light’s,
Mello’s and Near’s tactics result in decisive wins for
each man. In the final chapter, Light ultimately comes
out on top by using Demegawa and Sakura TV to reach
Kira supporters and rally them to siege the SPK headquarters while taunting Near to escape while he is able.
Like all of the other Death Note volumes I’ve read,
Volume 9 still keeps the intriguing mix of supernatural horror and mystery. However, this volume had me
thinking that Ohba-san and Obata-san wrote and drew
this volume while watching a marathon of the show
“24.” While reading, I noticed that while Light has his
keen ability to take on many challenges, he also knows
that he has Near and Mello standing in his way. I also
like how Ohba-san and Obata-san set up Mello and Near
as cooperative rivals. Mello tells Near that he is not a tool
to capture Kira and threatens to shoot him, but they exchange clues regarding the Death Note when Near gives
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Killer writing anime style
Series: Death Note
Episodes: 1 to 6
Premise: A young man named Light Yagami is bored and incredibly gifted
mentally. He’s looking for things to do outside
of hacking the national police database and
is preparing to go to law school for a career
in criminal justice. One day, while in school,
he happens to notice a strange book appear
outside. He opens it and finds a shinigami,
named Ryuk, that’s bound to follow the person
who finds it. Light’s discovery and subsequent
dealings with Ryuk and his Death Note begin
the twisted tale of justice as a means to an end.

Mello the only picture available of him. As the Death
Note saga begins to close, Light is so close to his dream,
yet so far with Near and Mello on his heels.
Credit again goes to Viz Media as they continue to do
an excellent job of translation and adaptation, this time
assigning the tasks to Tesuichiro Miyaki. Miyaki continues the challenging-yet-successful task of presenting
Death Note to the English audience.
I’m getting close to the end of reviewing the Death Note
manga series. With only three volumes left, I’m kind of
torn between rooting for Light’s noble cause to eradicate
evil and L’s heirs continuing his legacy of genius. However, after all that Light has done to criminals and noncriminals alike, I can only take one side: Team Ryuzaki.
Brandon Beatty is editor at large of
Gaming Insurrection. He can be reached by email at
brandonb@gaminginsurrection.com

Is it worth watching? YES. This is one of
the best anime to be released in the past 20
with Lyndsey
years. It’s got everything you could want: Sus
Hicks
pense, drama, several murder mysteries, a plot
that makes you question life choices and characters to root for.
Breakout character: There are four: Light, Misa, Ryuk and L. Each of the four
is central to the story and yet, all manage to steal the show in their own way.
Funniest episode: Episode 1, “Rebirth.” The opening episode finds Light
interacting with Ryuk once he obtains the Death Note, which is hilarious for
several reasons. Light doesn’t seem to be that enthralled with a death god near
him and he immediately uses his powers of deduction and reasoning to come
to several conclusions about the Death Note and its usage. Their interaction is
always fun and serves to set up the way the rest of the series flows ultimately.
Where it’s going?: Light is in control for the first few episodes. He’s still
learning the ropes with the Death Note and understanding how it works, and
what kind of justice he can enact: Righteous or malicious. How Light continues
to succeed in staying hidden and not getting caught is the name of the game go
ing forward. It’s worth it to watch to see just how Light stays ahead of the game
and avoids suspicion from the most talented investigator in the world, L.
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Many movies to come in 2018, 2019 Alleigances falter in Civil War
COMIC BOOK MOVIES, from PAGE 22
and Days of Future Past were wonderful and a
great restoration of the X-Men name from the
horrific days of Last Stand, the more recent
Apocalypse nearly destroyed the goodwill that
the franchise has managed to earn back. Poor
pacing and character development of prominent X-Men such as Storm and Psylocke does
not endear the series to anyone looking to see
the merry band of mutants make a comeback.
While Deadpool did extremely well for Fox,
it’s hard to see where they’re going after this
except for more X-Men/Wolverine and more
Deadpool.
I’m all for the gaggle of movies expected to
release in the next months to few years. By
the time you read this, Doctor Strange and
Thor: Ragnarok will have been released and
we still have on the horizon Wonder Woman,
Black Panther, Captain Marvel, Justice League,
Avengers Infinity War, Guardians of the
Galaxy Vol. 2, Shazam, The Flash, Aquaman,
Justice League 2, Cyborg, Green Lantern Corps,
Spider-Man: Homecoming, an Old Man Logan/
Wolverine final movie, Ant Man and the
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Wasp, and several TV properties such as Luke
Cage, and future seasons of Jessica Jones, Arrow, the Flash, Daredevil, Iron Fist, Cloak and
Dagger and Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D. If that doesn’t
keep you busy and informed on comic adaptations, you’re missing quite a bit.
You can’t escape the prevalence of comic
books in cinema, especially now that the
mainstream public at large is invested in either Marvel or DC and second-tier characters
like Groot are household names. You know
you’ve jumped into mainstream consciousness when the bandwagon fans are sympathizing with the Winter Soldier without knowing his background and up-to-date biography.
But it’s not really for the bandwagoneers, is it?
It’s more for us, the comic book faithful who
won’t turn down a movie about a superhero
because, well, superheroes. I don’t know about
you, but I’m about to be a little kid on Christmas morning once again.
Lyndsey Hicks is editor-in-chief of Gaming
Insurrection. She can be reached by email at
editor@gaminginsurrection.com

CAPTAIN AMERICA, from PAGE 22
easy and natural and their interaction
believable. You grow to care about the
new characters, which is relatively hard
to do with a large ensemble such as Civil
War. You also get a sense that you would
immediately know what each Avenger
would decide to do because you already
know these characters, and the ones you
don’t know, you learn who they are and
why they make their personal choices.
There are several additions to the cast
that make Civil War stand out. The first is
Black Panther, who becomes an Avenger
at a later point in the comics. Here, the
character’s introduction was handled so
well that we’re eagerly awaiting the announced spinoff film for him. The second
is Spider-Man. Yes, the web crawler’s
recent film outings have been done to
death, but it’s his introduction here that
is nicely done. It serves two purposes:
to finally bring him home to the Marvel
brand once again and set him up correctly
within the MCU.

The story, by itself, is an interesting tale
of freedom and choices. We understood
why both sides chose their positions in
the Civil War, and we could easily empathize with both sides. While the comic
version of this story is similar in forcing
a stance on issues related to freedom and
responsibility, the change made to the
incident that causes the conflict between
superheroes in the film is a welcome one
and more relatable.
Where the MCU goes from here is debatable because of the many angles that can
be taken in Infinity War, but it’s a going
to be a great ride thanks to the fantastic
build up in previous films such as Civil
War.
Like the comics?: 6
Casting: 10
Storyline: 10
Score: 26/30 or 8.6
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Name: Robert Louis Drake

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT

Alias: Iceman, Bobby Drake, Frozen One, Frosty, Drake
Roberts, Iceface, Iceheart
Affiliation: X-Men, X-Factor, Murder Circus, Excelsiors,
The Twelve, Chosen, Defenders, Secret Defenders, Champi
ons
Special abilities: Iceman is classified as an “omega-level
mutant.” Iceman can lower his body temperature and generate
intense cold from the atmosphere around him. With his body
temperature lowered, he can produce ice structures, generate
and fully control ice, and freeze and unfreeze anything. He
can manipulate ice on a cellular level, use thermal vision as
well as generate clones and freeze the Earth and spread his
consciousness throughout the ice on a global scale.
Background: Robert Drake lived a normal life until one day,
as a teenager, he was on a date with a young woman when a
bully from school attacked. He pointed his hand at the bully
and the attacking boy was encased in a block of ice. A local
mob heard of the incident and gathered to lynch Bobby. After
being placed in jail to keep away from the mob, fellow found
ing X-Men member Scott Summers came to rescue him. He
and Summers fought until Charles Xavier arrived to save both
teens. He joined the team with other founding members Jean
Grey, Warren Worthington III and Hank McCoy and battled
early X-Men foes Magneto and Juggernaut. While on the
team he further developed his powers and gained control of
them. As a founding member of the X-Men, he was captured

by the sentient island of Krakoa and was rescued by the next
generation of the team. He later quit the X-Men and founded
X-Factor with the other original members of the X-Men.

Relationships: Opal Tanaka (girlfriend); Annie Ghazikha
nian (girlfriend); Lorna Dane (Polaris), girlfriend; Raven Dark
holme (Mystique), girlfriend. Note: Robert Drake’s sexuality
has been confirmed as gay.
First Versus appearance: X-Men: Children of the Atom
Appearances in other media: The Marvel Super Heroes
(animated), Spider-Man and His Amazing Friends (animated),
X-Men: The Animated Series (animated), X-Men: Evolution
(animated), Wolverine and the X-Men (animated), The Super
Hero Squad Show (animated), X-Men (film), X2: X-Men
United (film), X3: The Last Stand (film), X-Men: Days of
Future Past (film), Fantastic Four (1997, video game), X-Men:
Children of the Atom (video game), Marvel vs. Capcom
(video game), Marvel vs. Capcom 2 (video game), X-Men
Legends (video game), X-Men Legends II: Rise of Apoca
lypse (video game), Marvel: Ultimate Alliance (video game),
Marvel: Ultimate Alliance 2 (video game), Marvel vs. Capcom
3 (video game), Ultimate Marvel vs. Capcom 3 (video game),
X-Men: Destiny (video game), Marvel Super Hero Squad
Online (video game), Marvel Avengers: Battle for Earth (video
game), Lego Marvel Super Heroes (video game), Marvel
Heroes (video game)
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Batman: The Animated Series

Teen Titans

TMNT (1987 series)

The standard bearer for modern super
hero cartoons, Batman: The Animated
Series was gritty, dark and fresh off the
success of Batman Returns. It’s welldrawn with a neat art deco style and
the voice acting set the standard for
future series. If you weren’t watching
this every day after school, you missed
out. Immediately go back and watch
this from beginning to end.

Teen Titans took a different tack when
talking about Robin’s squad of heroes.
It’s a great look at the younger super
heroes of the DC universe in a group
that still stands today. Featuring Robin,
Starfire, Raven, Cyborg and Beast Boy,
the show focuses on the group being
young superheroes while also being
teenagers with typical teenager prob
lems. The voice work is fantastic and
the animation is top-notch as well.

We’re well-known TMNT fans here at GI
and that love stems from the old blackand-white comics as well as the origi
nal animated series. That series, with
its ’80s attitude and charm, managed
to get us into the Turtles to start and
paved the way for the juggernaut that
was and still is the Turtles franchise.
Outstanding voicework — featuring
the likes of Jim Cummings and the late
James Avery — make it one of the best
‘80s animated series and a good intro
duction to the TMNT universe at large.
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X-Men: The Animated Series

Spider-Man (Fox)

Aside from the classic theme, X-Men:
The Animated Series featured a stellar
voice cast and stories that mostly
stayed faithful to the comics. At the
time of its 1992 inception, this was un
heard of in comic properties translated
to TV. X-Men established several char
acters as favorites: Storm, Wolverine,
Professor X, Jean Grey, Cable, Bishop,
Gambit and Jubilee. It was so great that
incarnations of the characters featured
in the show have been used in multiple
video game properties since.

Another great Fox animated series,
Spider-Man was a fantastic showcase
of the web-crawler’s style and story
lines. It featured quite a few of Peter
Parker’s rogues gallery and touched
on a lot of his story arcs with accu
racy and maturity not usually seen in
comic book shows. As with X-Men:
The Animated Series, Spider-Man had
great voice acting that carried over into
video games produced thereafter, such
as the Marvel Versus series.
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